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The Rosy CrucifixiónPenguin
Classics
A collection of works spanning
the entire career of great 20th-
century American writer Henry
Miller, edited and introduced by
Lawrence Durrell.
The Henry Miller Reader Penguin
UK
Henry Miller's Rosy Crucifixion,
his second major trilogy, took
more than 10 years for the author
to complete. Beginning in 1949
with Sexus, a work so
controversial all of Paris was
abuzz with L'Affaire Miller, (and
publisher Maurice Girodias saw
himself threatened with jail),
following in 1952 with Plexus,
and finally concluding with

1959's Nexus, the three works are
a dazzling array of scenes, sexual
encounters and ideas, covering
Miller's final days in NY, his
relationship with June Miller and
her lover, his take on the arts, his
favorite writers, his thoughts, his
insights, his days and his nights,
finally ending with a glorious
farewell to the life he'd known and
an anticipation of the life he
would lead.
The Rosy Crucifixion:
Sexus New Directions
Publishing
Seminal essays on
loneliness, living in New
York, friendship,
feminism, and writing
from nonfiction master

Vivian Gornick Vivian
Gornick's Approaching
Eye Level is a brave
collection of personal
essays that finds a
quintessentially
contemporary woman
(urban, single, feminist)
trying to observe herself
and the world without
sentiment, cynicism, or
nostalgia. Whether
walking along the streets
of New York or teaching
writing at a university,
Gornick is a woman
exploring her need for
conversation and
connection—with men and
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women, colleagues and
strangers. She recalls her
stint as a waitress in the
Catskills and a failed
friendship with an older
woman and mentor, and
reconsiders her
experiences in the
feminist movement, while
living alone, and in
marriage. Turning her
trademark sharp eye on
herself, Gornick works to
see her part in
things—how she has both
welcomed and avoided
contact, and how these
attempts at connections
have enlivened and, at

times, defeated her. First
published in 1996,
Approaching Eye Level is
an unrelentingly honest
collection of essays that
finds Gornick at her best,
reminding us that we can
come to know ourselves
only by engaging fully
with the world.

Quiet Days in Clichy
Miller, Henry
The Olympia Press
published numerous
books that defied
censorship laws. Written
by an Olympia book-
smuggler turned
bibliographer, The Paris

Olympia Press provides an
excellent account of the
Press, its books and its
authors, and includes a full
bibliography, an overview
of censorship laws and a
foreword by the late
Maurice Girodias, Olympia
Press's founder.
The Rosy Crucifixion ; Sexus ;
Plexus ; Nexus olympiapress.com
Some of the most rewarding
pages in Henry Miller's books
concern his self-education as a
writer. He tells, as few great
writers ever have, how he set his
goals, how he discovered the
excitement of using words, how
the books he read influenced him,
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and how he learned to draw on his
own experience.
The Rosy Crucifixion Penguin
Classics
America’s Most Unusual
Writer... In this fascinating
volume, devoted to the work of
one of the most dynamic,
controversial and unusual living
American writers, you will find
many eloquent and moving tales
by Henry Miller, the author of
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of
Capricorn, and many other
books. Miller’s frank and
original expression of the most
intimate thoughts and feelings of
men and women, his unique style
of writing and his acute
observations on modern
civilization have brought him

international fame. Among the
many eminent writers and critics
who praise his work are T. S.
Eliot, George Orwell, John Dos
Passos, Aldous Huxley, Edmund
Wilson, and H. L. Mencken. All
who enjoy and appreciate good
writing will find this brilliant
collection of Miller’s stories a
new and unforgettable reading
experience. “His is one of the
most beautiful styles today.”—H.
L. Mencken “...a literary live
wire.”—St. Louis Post Dispatch
“Mr. Miller’s love goes out to
the little people, men whom the
world has never
noticed.”—Nashville Tennessean
Henry Miller on Writing Hay
House
In 1930 Henry Miller moved

from New York to Paris, leaving
behind — at least temporarily —
his tempestuous marriage to June
Smith and a novel that had sprung
from his anguish over her love
affair with a mysterious woman
named Jean Kronski. Begun in
1927, Crazy Cock is the story of
Tony Bring, a struggling writer
whose bourgeois inclinations
collide with the disordered
bohemianism of his much-beloved
wife, Hildred, particularly when
her lover, Vanya, comes to live
with them in their already
cramped Greenwich Village
apartment. In a world swirling
with violence, sex, and passion,
the three struggle with their
desires, inching ever nearer to
insanity, each unable to break
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away from this dangerous and
consuming love triangle.
Sexus New Directions Publishing
An essential collection of writings,
bursting with Henry Miller’s
exhilarating candor and wisdom
In this selection of stories and
essays, Henry Miller elucidates,
revels, and soars, showing his
command over a wide range of
moods, styles, and subject
matters. Writing “from the
heart,” always with a refreshing
lack of reticence, Miller involves
the reader directly in his thoughts
and feelings. “His real aim,”
Karl Shapiro has written, “is to
find the living core of our world
whenever it survives and in
whatever manifestation, in art, in
literature, in human behavior

itself. It is then that he sings,
praises, and shouts at the top of
his lungs with the uncontainable
hilarity he is famous for.” Here
are some of Henry Miller’s best-
known writings: an essay on the
photographer Brassai;
“Reflections on Writing,” in
which Miller examines his own
position as a writer;
“Seraphita” and “Balzac and
His Double,” on the works of
other writers; and “The
Alcoholic Veteran,” “Creative
Death,” “The Enormous
Womb,” and “The Philosopher
Who Philosophizes.”
Nights of Love and Laughter
Carroll & Graf Publishers
The first book of a trilogy of
novels known collectively as

"The Rosy Crucifixion." It is
autobiographical and tells the
story of Miller's first
tempestuous marriage and his
relentless sexual exploits in New
York. The other books are
"Plexus" and "Nexus."
A Devil in Paradise Picador
In his great triptych "The
Millennium," Bosch used
oranges and other fruits to
symbolize the delights of
Paradise. In his great
triptych “The
Millennium,” Bosch used
oranges and other fruits to
symbolize the delights of
Paradise. Whence Henry
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Miller’s title for this, one of
his most appealing books;
first published in 1957, it tells
the story of Miller’s life on
the Big Sur, a section of the
California coast where he
lived for fifteen years. Big Sur
is the portrait of a
place—one of the most
colorful in the United
States—and of the
extraordinary people Miller
knew there: writers (and
writers who did not write),
mystics seeking truth in
meditation (and the not-so-
saintly looking for sex-cults or
celebrity), sophisticated

children and adult innocents;
geniuses, cranks and the
unclassifiable, like Conrad
Moricand, the “Devil in
Paradise” who is one of
Miller’s greatest character
studies. Henry Miller writes
with a buoyancy and
brimming energy that are
infectious. He has a fine
touch for comedy. But this is
also a serious book—the
testament of a free spirit who
has broken through the
restraints and clichés of
modern life to find within
himself his own kind of
paradise.

The Rosy Crucifixion
Grove/Atlantic
A Cuban artist finds his options
increasing even as he remains
holed up in his crumbling
Havana abode, pursued by a
proud prostitute who seems
bent on taming him and
offered an opportunity to travel
to Sweden to pursue a creative
life in Europe. By the author of
Dirty Havana Trilogy.
Reprint.
The rosy Crucifixion. 3.
Nexus Pickle Partners
Publishing
Plexus is the second volume
of the scandalous trilogy The
Rosy Crucifixion, Henry
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Miller's major life work
Exploring one man's
desperate desire for freedom,
Plexus is the central volume
of Henry Miller's scandalous
semi-autobiographical trilogy
The Rosy Crucifixion. It
finds him in the midst of his
stormy marriage to the
volatile, duplicitous Mona,
and joyfully quitting his
dreary job for a hand-to-
mouth existence in Brooklyn,
as he takes his first steps
towards becoming a writer.
The rosy crucifixion New
Directions Publishing
A Wanderer Plays on Muted

Strings Knut Hamsun Related to
and sometimes paired with
Hamsun's Under the Autumn
Stars, this beautifully lyric fiction
picks up with the same characters
as the other book, but is set in
time six years later. The central
character of the former novel,
Knut Pedersen (Hamsun's real
name), is more an observer in this
work. His former friend
Grindhusen has grown from
stubborn independence to a shifty
and vacillating man; and his
companion Lars Falkenberg has
dwindled into a small land-holder
with a perpetually pregnant wife
from whom he is deeply
estranged. These two comedians
play out a tragi-comedy that is
painful through the very irony and

humaneness with which Hamsun
paints his figures. We are
delighted to publish this classic
book as part of our extensive
Classic Library collection. Many
of the books in our collection have
been out of print for decades, and
therefore have not been accessible
to the general public. The aim of
our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature, and our
view is that this is a significant
literary work, which deserves to be
brought back into print after
many decades. The contents of
the vast majority of titles in the
Classic Library have been scanned
from the original works. To ensure
a high quality product, each title
has been meticulously hand
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curated by our staff. Our
philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a
book that is as close as possible to
ownership of the original work.
We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that
for you it becomes an enriching
experience.
Big Sur and the Oranges of
Hieronymus Bosch HarperCollins
UK
A cult modern classic, Tropic of
Capricorn is as daring, frank and
influential as Henry Miller first
novel, Tropic of Cancer A story
of sexual and spiritual awakening,
Tropic of Capricorn shocked
readers when it was published in
1939. A mixture of fiction and
autobiography, it is the story of

Henry V. Miller who works for the
Cosmodemonic telegraph
company in New York in the
1920s and tries to write the most
important work of literature that
was ever published. Tropic of
Capricorn paints a dazzling
picture of the life of the writer and
of New York City between the
wars: the skyscrapers and the
sewers, the lust and the dejection,
the smells and the sounds of a city
that is perpetually in motion,
threatening to swallow everyone
and everything. 'Literature begins
and ends with the meaning of
what Miller has done' Lawrence
Durrell 'The only imaginative
prose-writer of the slightest value
who has appeared among the
English-speaking races for some

years past' George Orwell 'The
greatest American writer' Bob
Dylan Henry Miller (1891-1980) is
one of the most important
American writers of the 20th
century. His best-known novels
include Tropic of Cancer (1934),
Tropic of Capricorn (1939), and
the Rosy Crucifixion trilogy
(Sexus, 1949, Plexus, 1953, and
Nexus, 1959), all published in
France and banned in the US and
the UK until 1964. He is widely
recognised as an irreverent, risk-
taking writer who redefined the
novel and made the link between
the European avant-garde and the
American Beat generation.
The Satirist New Directions
Publishing
"A perfect expression of Miller's
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moral perspective as well as one of
his outstanding demonstrations of
narrative skill. It provides a
wonderful cinematic view of two
indomitable egotists in deadly
conflict." --The Nation
The Devil at Large Random
House
A handsome, slip-cased, two-
volume edition is printed in
commemoration of thereigning
achievements of this singular
American writer.
Tropic of Cancer and Tropic
of Capricorn New Directions
Publishing
Miller’s groundbreaking first
novel, banned in Britain for
almost thirty years.
Plexus Penguin

"Enjoy this hilarious
collection of satires, reviews,
news, poems, and short
stories from The Satirist:
America's Most Critical
Journal."--P. [4] of cover.
A Long Time Gone Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
'Here, even if I had a thousand
dollar in my pocket, I know of no
sight which could arouse in me
the feeling of ecstasy' Looking
back to Henry Miller's bohemian
life in 1930s Paris, when he was
an obscure, penniless writer,
Quiet Days in Clichy is a love
letter to a city. As he describes
nocturnal wanderings through
shabby Montmartre streets,
cafés and bars, sexual liaisons

and volatile love affairs, Miller
brilliantly evokes a period that
would shape his entire life and
oeuvre. 'His writing is flamboyant,
torrential, chaotic, treacherous,
and dangerous' Ana�s Nin
Sexus Grove Press
His stories and essays celebrate
those rare individuals (famous
and obscure) whose creative
resilience and mere existence
oppose the mechanization of
minds and souls.
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